Using spreadsheets for mathematics education is not a new idea. However, analysing student logical mistakes for preserving error types and conceptual decision making would be first to study. A class of students were given two home works in order for grading. They were told to carry on calculations via spreadsheets and give the homework exam with spreadsheet file. In H1, questions were on root finding and solution of simultaneous equations. In H2, questions were on line and curve approximations, interpolation, numerical integration and numerical differentiation. These files are analysed by content analysis of qualitative method. By this way, it is hypothesized that they would do similar errors regarding error types and their decision making would inform us about their conceptual learning.
1.Introduction
Technology use in education results in rich learning environments with increased motivation and increased interest of the learners. It is argued that if computers are used with respect to right epistemological approaches than we can see changes in the learning processes and education environments [6] .
Spreadsheet programs in market; Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, open office and star office appeared first in 1980 s in personal computers [5] . All these programs basically do the same thing which can be named as electronic table keeping. A modern spreadsheet is identified as a combination of a scientific calculator, a graphing package, and a database program [5] . First usage of spreadsheets in mathematics education was of Sutherland & Rojaro in 1993( [8] , [14] ). Spreadsheet programs enable entering data sets into computers, listing data, searching for data blocks in a database and establishing new data from relationships of these data. Each cell in a spreadsheet contains values, formulas and functions. Functions may be like mathematical or logical operations that act on the values of the different cells and they are pre-made [5] . They consist multiple representations in the form of geometrical, numerical and algebraic [5] . Formulas are user-made and they require knowledge of spreadsheet but also the mathematics topic behind.
A spreadsheet environment can include many spreadsheets hence works as a file directory. A spreadsheet looks like a calculation notebook divided by rows and columns. The good thing about these programs is they carry calculations by themselves by only a formula typed in a cell. Adding more data, operating with them or changing them is not a problem. One of the best things about a spreadsheet program is repeated calculations. By only moving cursor under a list of cells, calculation within a cell is carried over. These calculations are problematic if done by hand. Spreadsheets give immediate feedback also. If there is a syntax problem within the cell, one can get immediate resolution [5] . If done with students, we can expect more discoveries from students as well [6] . Patterns are identified and listed and relations are revealed by a change in a parameter or a variable. These take so much time if tried in a classroom environment. Problem solving can be a result of spreadsheet programs as well. Students plan a problem solution ahead of time, can see their errors, and can control their solutions via spreadsheets ( [8] , [5] ). A problem would not be thought as solved if not understood of its whys and how's. In short, spreadsheets help students to raise from problem solution detaching from problem solution finding ( [1] , [8] , [5] , [4] ).
It is demonstrated that there appears higher motivation towards discovery of mathematical relationships finding via computer supported mathematics education. It is pointed to the instruction of abstract mathematics and its difficulty, hence proposes usage of spreadsheet in mathematics education via relations in rows and columns ( [8] , [11] ). Literature also point to the positive effect of spreadsheets on conceptual learning [8] . It is important to note the abstract reasoning required from learners in building spreadsheets [5] . In some way, learner makes the primitive case of programming without any knowledge of software programming. In numeric analysis for example, by visualizing the error reduction of a method, error concept can be understood much better than hands on calculations. Fill-down function of spreadsheets helps to express recurrence relations [5] . One can store, present and calculate information [5] . Numerical analysis is full of these calculations, hence a good place to experiment on ( Figure  1 ). 
Literature on spreadsheets use in mathematics education
It is indicated that to teach "variability" concept by spreadsheets result in comprehension of the concept and reasoning towards this concept easily [16] . In a teaching experiment, the mathematical topic was patterns and relations and the level was 6 th grade. Some studies searched for using spreadsheets in case of problem solving and found more positive attitudes towards mathematics, even if not significant [13] . Their problem solving achievements were higher, and positive attitudes towards problem solving flourished as a result.
Computer technology has developed in parallel to the numerical analysis methods. We can find the best examples to this as carrying operations and changing them in seconds. Disadvantage is; formulas in the cells are not easily seen as cell value. Somebody would need to point the cursor to that cell to see what is inside. Theory of finite elements was existent in 1930s but it was so hard to put in action by hand, it waited till the development of spreadsheet technology. There is no need for expensive programs and no excuse of not knowing computer programming. Some investigated preservice teachers' function graphics drawing after instruction with spreadsheets [3] . They argued that in concretizing knowledge, in increasing achievement, increasing positive attitudes and motivation, and even in achieving self-confidence, spreadsheets can be helpful. The study included 136 preservice math teacher who was taking general mathematics II course. Especially drawing graphics of 2 nd order and 3 rd order functions, difficulties could be lessened as they insisted. The study was a pre-test post-test control group quasi experimental study.
Results also showed that visualization is a helper in understanding functions of higher order. Some example problems which work best in spreadsheets are as follows:
• In a money box, there are 100.000.000, 500.000, 250.000, 100.000, 50.000, 25.000, 10.000, 5.000, 1.000, 500 paper moneys. If the money total is 17.178.500, what is the counts of each money? [8] • From 1 to 9, each number will be written once, in a 3 digit numbers under a rule. The rule is such that first to second is ½, first to third is 1/3, hence find these numbers [8] .
• We can find √78 by bringing 6x13 rectangle to a square and hence we can say that the result should be in between 8 and 9 [6] .
Some studied preservice mathematics teachers' views on computer supported mathematics instruction by 73 preservice teachers [18] . Their study showed that interest towards computers was in medium level. They believe; 1984 companion of having all schools excess to computers was a good start. But not as expected. They have seen difference in boys' interest in computers more than girls and successful students' more than unsuccessful ones. There are some negative studies as of [10] . She found that traditional mathematics education produces more success than spreadsheet based mathematics education. Also, mathematics self-efficacy level and computer self-efficacy level are highly related. Mathematics achievement and computer self-efficacy level are also highly related.
There are numerous studies on how spreadsheets can improve business efficacy and also lowers work load of workers and increase the business productivity of workers like [12] . Spreadsheets are even used for risk analysis and decision making in business topics. Some stressed the importance of sample case use, mathematical modelling, software, interactive and active instructional methods in business education [17] . Objective and conscious decision making processes are a must in numerical methods [17] . Especially in decision making as of which method to choose to find the roots of a third or fourth order equation or, identifying the solution of a system of equations, error analysis could be a threshold.
Error analysis and decision making
Error types in numerical analysis can be listed as modelling, measurement and numerical mistakes ( [7] , [15] ). By modelling mistakes, we refer to choosing the wrong method to carry out the calculations needed. For example, Newton-Raphson method for finding the roots of an equation may give the result in less steps than other methods such as finding the middle point method or the wrong-position method. All three methods give the same resultant root but one is in less steps and if the time is a problem, than one would choose Newton-Raphson method over the others. Measurement errors are based on measurement mistakes. Numerical errors are two type: 1) cut-off error, 2) rounding errors. Using 0, 33 instead of 0,333333333 would result in rounding error however, cut off error would come out in using the series approximation of sin(x) and cutting off in small steps. Errors in numerical analysis are two type: absolute error, and relative error. In absolute error (em=|f(x)analytical-f(x)numerical| while relative error is eb=
Regarding the content of numerical analysis, it is hypothesized that using spreadsheets may give more information on conceptual learning than any other technique. For this aim, a study was carried with a group of 22 students in a numerical analysis course of secondary preservice mathematics teachers. Their grades were given by two home works that they were supposed to carry on spreadsheets.
2.Methodology
In this study, research methodology is content analysis from qualitative research methods. Students' answers from two home works (H1 & H2) on numerical analysis with spreadsheets were analysed for conceptual errors, conceptual mistakes, and misunderstandings. In H1, answers to five questions on numerical analysis on spreadsheets were collected. They were 22 pre-service secondary school mathematics education students and were taking numerical analysis course. The questions were given as mid-exam in the semester. They were asked to use spreadsheets. They take courses on computers and office programs, hence they were thought to be spreadsheet literate. Though, they were given a miniature course on spreadsheet usage and tricks.
• F(x)=x They were taught all these numerical methods in the course. Especially decision making upon data is discussed in the class with specific examples. To understand if they have used right formulas and ways for numerical methods, they were told that they would give their spreadsheet files as exam answers. By this content validity can be achieved. Construct validity is achieved by using not any textbook data but only data specifically designed for this exam. Reliability can be achieved via question choice since first question uses three methods for root finding and second question uses two methods for simultaneous systems of equations. Answers were pregiven so that they could check and correct their mistakes if any.
In H2; two questions were on linear approximation and curve approximation, 3 questions were on different interpolations, and last questions were on numerical integral and numerical differentiation. Here questions were not given in this paper since it is believed that they were already passed through the initiation phase of spreadsheets in numerical analysis.
Data Analysis
Excel sheets and files students sent was saved under a directory named "Numerical". Each data file was checked for different type of errors they made: modelling and numerical. Since they did not carry any measurements, this type of error can be cancelled from analysis. These two type of errors will be classified for emerging lists. Errors were analysed in two dimensions: first within a student's file and within same questions. It was hypothesized that similar kind of errors would come out of each students' file and from each question. Themes were detected. They were also asked for spreadsheet use in numerical analysis in general in whole group discussion. It was also hypothesized that there would be modelling errors which could be decided from their decision making on which model to choose. By content analysis of errors and decision analysis numerical methods via spreadsheets can flourish whereas by mistakes in cell values and formulas in cells both understanding of numerical methods and understanding of the spreadsheet use in order.
3.Results and Discussion
Students were not given a hint about relative and absolute cell values, but if they used spreadsheet tutorials, they certainly would use some in need. By its usage, the concept of variable and parameter would come to the surface. As different from other mathematics areas, in numerical analysis formulas include many variables and many constants at the same time.
Only two did have some problems in these from H1. It is a pretty good result. In H2, there were not specific problems with this issue but they did have some problems in finding values of functions they formulated. It is hoped, by this research numerical analysis course professors would be informed about possible uses of spreadsheets for conceptual learning of numerical analysis methods without any knowledge of programming languages.
5 out of 22 students had problems with detecting right locations for values to use in formulas in H1. Some had problems with writing the right formula for spreadsheet and they used the results somebody else did and found. It was understood with missing formulas in cells. 3 out of 22 gave no formulas. Some gave the same formulas their successful friends did (6/22). It is a man's way of taking what is safe and using it. Hence, it is understandable but they did have some mistakes due to source being incorrect (6/22).
Problems with locations may due to spreadsheet usage ability but it may also due to having problems with numerical analysis formulas. Some formulas change in each step as in interpolation. Even though these home works were carried as homework, and hence notebooks and books were open, since data is author made and not from a book, they would need to understand the formulas and their basic usage up to the last variable in them. For example, in Gauss Jordan, they were needed to carry out different formula yet they tend to took the results of Gauss elimination method and continued from it since it resembled to it (5/22). Some students did not understand all they made hence they did not give any report (9/22) . Look that this ratio is nearly half of the class. From these, 2 ran away from giving reports for not understood problems. Some did have problems with the syntax of the spreadsheets. As of 3/22, one did have forgotten a parenthesis, one did have problem with variable/constant notation, one did have problem with formula writing, etc. Only 3/22 students were out of wrong answers. This is pretty low since the ratio is nearly 10 %. With open books and a wider time interval, they should have had a much higher ratio of success. It was the professors' first time of teaching numerical analysis, students were not ready for a spreadsheet use, and it would be preferable to use spreadsheets in the class as well even though the results were taken from spreadsheets programs as in table format. 2/22 students were having unique problems as showing not understood error reduction. Since, if the error reduction was right enough, in each step, it is assumed that the error would decrease, but in these students' answers, error measure was in a cyclic manner and holding "turning backs" to bigger error measure. They were supposed to identify this problem and change the reference point or the variable in each step accordingly or the model if necessary but they did not.
In H2, they were graded on 7 question since there were problems with the question. The most interesting conceptual mistake was on linear interpolation. After searching for 1 and 6 as xis, they were supposed to give 2 and 6 for new xis since their required number (3, 27) was in between these two numbers. Instead they mostly (17/22) used 1 and 2 (figure 2) and hence their error measure was high. Even after the first experience with spreadsheets in H1, some did have formula problems in H2(2 /22). They did take the square but put the parenthesis in the wrong place. Some did have problems with numerical integration and this resulted them in finding second derivative to find integral (4/22) ( Figure 3 ). This course is a 3rd year course on the program and they already took many courses on calculus. Hence, it is not easy to understand how they made such a mistake. Most did have problems on finding analytical results for numerical integral (6/22).
In some answer sheets some lines of data were missing, this may be due to copy paste problems (4/22). Only one student was having problems with not matching data line. There may be a problem with copy paste of a value, hence relocation of a variable in a formula. Ins spite of the fact the it was not asked, some did draw the graphs of line and curve approximations (2/22).
Some did have conceptual breakthrough with line and curve approximations. Even though the numbers did show a relationship, they did mention that the data were not suitable for a line approximation etc. This may show that there was a problem with understanding the concept of approximation to a line of a x-y relationship. This problem can be seen in a graph of a student in figure 4. Ea=-((b-a)^3/12*n^2)*f''ortalama f'(x)= 5-304*x+900*x^2+875*x^4 f''(x)= (-304)+1800*x+3500*x^3
integral(f''(x))= -304*x+1800*(x^2/2)+3500*(x^4/4) Some did give the formula as a string to show the formula, if they believed in heart that it was true. Even if spreadsheets are great ways to carry no miscalculations, some did have calculation errors: 3 /22 students had calculation mistakes. These may be due to wrong values, wrong formulas, or wrong parenthesis usage. 
4.Conclusions
Spreadsheets should be used in especially numerical analysis like math topics. Students should be given some free time to work and get used to them. It is a pity if they graduate without using a spreadsheet properly. Spreadsheets are right, coherent, and free of calculation errors but students are not. They still would carry some miscalculation and especially if they had problems with constant and variable notation in a spreadsheet. They would have problems with conceptual understanding of the formulas, and these mistakes show themselves in coherence like graphical /algebraic, algebraic/symbolic, or graphical /symbolic representations and how they are connected.
When they are asked if they would like to use spreadsheets again, they chose H2 with spreadsheets to carry on since topics like numerical analysis carry many decimal numbers related with intriguing formulas and hence it is much easier to see the calculation or formula mistakes right away without a much hustle. They mentioned that they feel like they are accountant. And they are in control of the numbers they are dealing with. But still, they need to study hard to understand the conceptual framework well before and whilst using a spreadsheet on numerical analysis since the numbers would mean nothing by themselves. That would be interesting to search for if they have some degree of numerical ability by a measure as in [2] . And it would be good to see if the mistakes students make are due to any algebraic difficulties students have in general [9] It would be very interesting to find any usage of conditional formatting within formulas as in [1] . Since, numerical methods use some conditional decisions based steps in especially two questions asked by the data collection instrument H1.
